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After the pleasures which arise from gratification of the bodily appetites, there 
seems to be none more natural to man than Music and Dancing.  In the progress 
of art and improvement they are, perhaps, the first and earliest pleasures of his 
own invention; for those which arise from the gratification of the bodily appetites 
cannot be said to be his own invention.  

Adam Smith ([1777] 1982: 187) 
 

Time and measure are to instrumental Music what order and method are to 
discourse; they break it into proper parts and divisions, by which we are enabled 
both to remember better what has gone before, and frequently to forsee somewhat 
of what is to come after: we frequently forsee the return of a period which we 
know must correspond to another which we remember to have gone before; and 
according to the saying of an ancient philosopher and musician, the enjoyment of 
Music arises partly from memory and partly from foresight. 

Adam Smith ([1777] 1982: 204) 
 

Culture is activity of thought, and receptiveness to beauty and humane feeling. 
Scraps of information have nothing to do with it. 

Alfred North Whitehead (1929) 
 
In this chapter we explore the innate sense of animate time in movement – without 
this there is no dance, no music, no narrative, and no teaching and learning of 
cultural skills. We interrogate the measured ‘musicality’ of infants’ movements 
and their willing engagement with musical elements of other persons’ expressive 
gestures. These features of human natural history are still mysterious, but they are 
clearly of fundamental importance. They indicate the way we are built to act to 
express ideas and tell stories with our bodies, and out of which all manner of 
musical art are created, how our experience of the meaning of our actions is passed 
between persons, through communities and from generations to generation. 

The communicative gestures of human bodies may become elaborately 
contrived, but they do not have to be trained to present the rhythm and harmony of 
what minds intend. Our movements communicate what our brains anticipate our 
bodies will do and how it will feel because others are sensitive to the essential 
control processes of our movements, which match their own. Gestures, whether 
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seen, felt or heard, indicate the motivating force and coherence of central neural 
plans for immanent action in present circumstances. They have a desire to tell 
stories by mimesis, and may allude to imaginary adventures over a scale of 
intervals of time, in rhythmic units from present moments to lifetimes measured in 
the brain.  They can imitate thoughts about circumstances that lie away from 
present practical reality somewhere in the imagined future or the remembered past, 
assuming responsibility for a sensible fantasy that wants to be shared. In this way 
music is heard as sounds of the human body moving reflectively and hopefully, 
with a sociable purpose that finds pride in the telling of ‘make believe’.  
 
 
The Natural Process That Makes Music, and Makes It Communicative 
 
Music moves us because we hear human intentions, thoughts and feelings moving 
in it, and because we appreciate their urgency and harmony. It excites motives and 
thoughts that animate our conscious acting and appraising of reality. It appeals to 
emotions that measure the effort and satisfactions, advantages and dangers of 
moving in intricate repetitive ways. Evidently a feeling for music is part of the 
adaptations of the human species for acting in a human made world; part, too, of 
how cultural symbols and languages are fabricated and learned (Kühl 2007; Gratier 
& Trevarthen 2008). 

Sensations in the body of the moving Self and its well-being, 
proprioceptive and visceral, are perceived as metaphors for effective action, feeling 
‘how’ or ‘why’ the act is made without actually having to say ‘what’ the object is 
(Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999; Damasio 1999; Gallese & Lakoff 2005). When we 
hear another’s voices their intentions and affective qualities are powerfully 
conveyed because our organ of hearing is designed to appreciate the energy, grace 
and narrative purpose of mouths moving as human breathing is made to sound 
through the actions of delicately controlled vocal organs (Fonagy 2001). 
Vocalizations reflect the motives and effects of the whole body in action. We hear 
how inner and outer body parts may come into action in harmonious combination 
under the control of motives and experience, or fall into clumsy disorder. Thus we 
can cry out or sing gestures of hope and fear, of love and anger, peace and 
violence, moving one another with the power of the voice so we can participate in 
one another’s feelings (Panskepp & Trevarthen 2009).  

Human hands are also gifted with the mimetic ability to accompany these 
vocal images of action (Kendon 1980, 1993), richly illustrating the messages of the 
voice in chains of action that may be sounded as melodies on musical instruments 
to accompany song, or take its place. Music and dance exhibit how we plan the 
moving of where to go and what to know and they appeal immediately to the 
imaginations of others. They are poetry without words about roles for acting in 
community. They are the matter and energy that dramatists, composers and 
choreographers transform in the creation of what the philosopher Adam Smith 
([1777] 1982) calls the ‘imitative arts’, activities that express ‘pleasures of man’s 
own invention’. 
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Music communicates the mind’s essential coherence of purpose, a 
willfulness that holds its elements in a narrative form through phenomenal, 
experienced, time (Malloch & Trevarthen 2009). Every gesture in music feels with 
the whole Self of a performer, an imaginary actor or dancer, whether the stepping 
body with its full weight and strong attitudes, or only the subtle flexions of a hand, 
or the lifts and falls that link tones of voice in melody with expressive movements 
of the eyes and face.  The different parts share an intrinsic pulse and tones ordered 
in polyrhythmic sequences – harmonious or beautiful because they convey the 
making of well-formed thoughts and sensitively compounded feelings, or 
unharmonious and ugly, not because they are out of control, but because they 
struggle to keep hold of and rein in forces that would pull them to pieces. Every 
piece of music, even the smallest melody, is made with sociable purpose. That is 
what distinguishes a musical action from an action that is purely practical, to get 
something done. 

Research on infants’ gestures and their sensitivity for responsive company 
reveals that these properties of the embodied human spirit, and the program of their 
development in human company, are innate (Trevarthen 1986). It indicates, also, 
how music expresses an inborn human skill for cultural learning that seeks to know 
traditional stories in body movement. Human gestures are communicative, creative 
and inquisitive, seeking to imitate new forms. 
 
 
Natural Causes and Functions of Gestures and Gesture Complexes 
 
For this chapter we define a unit gesture as expression of intention by a single 
movement. Any body movement can be an expression with potential to 
communicate, but the expression most often meant when we speak of a human 
gesture is a movement of the hands. Single gestures do not ‘mean’ in isolation 
from meaningful situations and activities that are contrived with the intentions and 
awareness of the subjects that perform them. They are components of intentional 
plots – sequences or gesture complexes that express the flow and invention of 
movement and awareness in the mind. When gestures are defined as artificial 
symbols comparable to words they are said to derive meaning from the ‘context’ in 
which they are performed, but the context of any expression is not a static, or 
objective, state of affairs. A context of meanings, for all kinds of expression 
including symbols, is the field of intentions and awareness in which the 
expressions are generated. It is something psychologically invented. 

It is important that all communicative gestures of animals – head bobbing 
and hand waving of lizards, singing of whales or nightingales, cries of migrating 
geese, squeaking of mice, grunts of baboons – are both self-regulatory (felt within 
the body or guided by interested subjective attention to objects and events in the 
world) and adapted for social communication, intersubjectively (Darwin 1872; 
Porgess 2003; Rodriguez & Palacios 2007; Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009). They 
are for transmitting purposes and feelings through a community. They manifest 
intentions in forms that can be sensed by other individuals as signs or symptoms of 
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the motives that generate them. They serve cooperative life, including adaptive 
engagements between species, be they predatory or mutually beneficial. 

Human gestures function in the creation of a unique cultural world where 
motives are shared in narrations of movement expressive of inventions in thinking 
and acting – organized sequences of actions that convey original thoughts, 
intentions, imaginary or remembered experiences – that are made, not only with 
logical order to perform some action in the world, but with feeling for the drama of 
changing experience (Gratier & Trevarthen 2008). Gestural expressions, with their 
innate timing and combination in narrations, are the foundation for learning all the 
forms and values of the elaborate cultural rituals and the conventions of art and 
language (Gentilucci & Corballis 2006). Their motive processes expressed in 
sound are the primary matter of music (Trevarthen 1999a; Gritten & King 2006). 

Many kinds of movements of a person can communicate psychological or 
physiological experiences and purposes, and this has made for confusion in 
discussions by psychologists and linguists about what is a gesture (Hatten 2006). 
Attention focused on an a priori categorization of the multifarious special uses or 
products of gestures, according to contrived grammatical and semantic rules and 
symbols, leaves the motivating source of timing, form and feeling obscure. The 
movements and sounds we make with our bodies, both when reflecting to 
ourselves on experience or in live dialogue with others, are not just learned 
conventions. They arise as spontaneous acts of vitality, more or less artfully 
contrived, all of which reveal motive states and experiences of the Self that others 
may appreciate.  

Works of art require the intimate cultivation of gestures as more or less 
elaborate confections of ritual and technique that enable a community to share 
identified beliefs, dreams and memories. They are coloured by innate aesthetic and 
moral emotions that regulate their motive source, and, as Whitehead (1929) says, 
that guide cultural thinking. Musical art cultivates gestures of the voice, or of 
sound made by skilled action of hands or bodies on resonant matter. While it may 
be compared, in its basic social functions, to sound-making activities by which 
animals enliven their encounters and sustain relationships in community, human 
music has much more ambitious narrative content and make-believe. 

Gestures are embodied intentional actions that signal three kinds of 
moving experience, in three different domains of consciousness. They can sense, 
show and regulate the state of the body of the person who makes them; they can 
manifest and direct interests to the objective world of physical ‘things’; and they 
can convey the purposes of communication with other persons, or any combination 
of these three (Figure X.1) . Every gesture is an outward expression of the vitality 
of the subject’s dynamic ‘state of mind’’, the feeling of how motive energy flows 
in the muscles of the body through a controlled time. It shows the purpose or 
project that prompts moving in that way and with that rhythm and effort. By a 
unique process of sympathetic resonance of motives and narratives of feeling, 
which need not be regulated by any conscious intention to communicate or any 
technique of rational organization, it can function to transmit vitality states or 
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motives to another or to many others, intersubjectively, mediating companionship 
in agency.   

Contemporary brain science is helping us realize that intersubjective 
communication of intentions and emotions is part of our cerebral physiology 
(Gallese 2003; Gallese, Keysers & Rizzolatti 2004). Nevertheless, while it is clear 
that gestures function by engaging brain activity between persons, the primitive 
‘generative’ process of sympathy, by which the motive and affective regulation of a 
movement in one embodied animal mind may engage with and affect the stream of 
intentions and feelings of mind and body in another individual, remains a mystery. 
We cannot explain how the gestural motive evolving in the brain of one being 
becomes a message that motivates another brain to pick up the process in a 
particular imitative way. Presumably it is by sensitivity to parameters of the control 
processes of our individual self-awareness, revealed by our moving bodies, that 
others become aware of that control and can participate in it. 
 

 
Figure X.1  Left: Three ways in which the Self (S) regulates intentions to 

move: within the body (B), in accommodation to objects (O) 
and in communication with persons (P). All three participate 
in the collaborations of companionship and shared meaning. 
Right: A map of motives and emotions – affects regulating 
intentions of the Self in different circumstances (after 
Panksepp 1998; Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009) 

 
In social life, the distinction between a movement or posture made ‘in 

communication’ and therefore a ‘gesture’, as opposed to one not intended for 
communication but entirely for individual purposes is unclear. It would appear to 
depend on the abilities of one individual to ‘feel with’ the motives that cause and 
direct any kind of action of the other. The process will gain direction and subtlety 
by learning in real life communication, but this learning itself would appear to 
require adaptations for an innate intersubjective awareness that is active from the 
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start of life with others (Trevarthen 1987, 1998, 1999b; Beebe et al. 2005; Zlatev et 
al. 2008). 
 
 
A Theory of Expressive Movement: Levels of Regulation of Action 
 
Motives give form and prospective control to movements, and emotions expressed 
in the tempi and qualities of movement are the regulators of the power and 
selectivity of motives. They carry evidence of the Self-regulated flow of energy in 
motor actions – of the proprio-ceptive regulation of the force and grace of moving, 
with prospective emotional assessment of risks and benefits. Movements must be 
adjusted to the external realities of the environment and therefore have to submit to 
extero-ceptive regulation of awareness of the configurations, motions and qualities 
of places and things.  Motives and emotions are communicated between persons by 
an immediate sympathetic perception of their dynamic features – i.e. by 
assimilation of their proprioceptive feelings and exteroceptive interests by others 
into altero-ceptive regulation (Figure X.1). This interpersonal regulation in the 
moment of communicating opens the way to further and more enduring levels or 
fields of regulation for actions, their manners and goals. What may be called socio-
ceptive regulation of actions in relationships and communities leads to 
development of collective ways of behaving that become an environment of 
common understandings or a ‘habitus’ for cooperative life. Further elaboration of 
conventional customs, rituals, structures, tools, institutions, symbols and beliefs, 
and languages, gives cooperative works trans-generational meaning in an icono-
ceptive regulation of human cultural behaviour.  

These distinctions of how actions are regulated for different purposes are 
important in the sharing of the creativity and exuberance of art, and in any 
educational or therapeutic practice designed to strengthen the participation of 
persons, children or adults, in affectionate and meaningful relationships with 
others. All art and therapy depends on respect for altero-ceptive and ‘higher’, more 
contrived forms of regulation. When a learner experiences difficulties in 
understanding and practice of a culturally valued behaviour, such as appropriate 
social manners, speech or performance of sport or music, it is not sufficient to 
identify a fault and try to treat it as if the affected individual were a physical 
system or a form of life without human sympathies. ‘Intent participation’ in new 
experience with a teacher is required (Rogoff 2003). 

Because human minds naturally seek to live in relationships, disorders of 
motives and emotions, and therefore of learning, thinking and communicating with 
or without language are disorders of processes between persons, in a ‘system’ of 
engagements (Sander 1983; Tronick 2007). Dealing with a diagnosed fault in an 
individual leads to recognition that the effect of the fault is between that person and 
others. Emotion is not simply the regulating of states of arousal, nor just the 
building of schemas for objects, but the regulating of acting with intentions that 
have both defined goals and creativity of interpretation. Actions are evaluated by 
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the emotions that accompany their motives as forces within the human psyche, 
which learning of language and other cultural skills channel and elaborate.  

All these functions of human gesture are evident in the first two years of 
life before a child can speak with the special shared intelligence of language (Stern 
1985/2000). They show their beginnings before birth, and after birth they create, in 
collaboration with sympathetic companions, what we have called a 
‘communicative musicality’ (Malloch & Trevarthen 2009). 
 
 
Innate Intersubjectivity and Second Person Psychology 
 
Human life, from its beginnings, depends on the regulation of cooperative vital 
functions in active ways, by motivated processes and emotionally qualified 
movements. Foetuses, living in intimate symbiosis with their mother’s body, 
practice expressive gestures that assist formation of their bodies and minds (Figure 
X.2a), and newborn infants show a wealth of self-satisfying or action-exploring 
‘creative’ movements that are ready to engage the affections of a mother in 
intimate communication (Trevarthen & Aitken 2003; Trevarthen & Reddy 2007). 
The neonate’s movements may attend to environmental events, orient to locate or 
track them, and focus to identify them (Figure X.2b). More importantly, they 
become a discriminating part of communicative, intersubjective exchanges. 
Imitations by newborn infants offer surprising evidence that human gestural 
expressions can immediately seek engagement with contingent responses of a 
sympathetic other, and that they actively try to reciprocate in an intermodal 
matching of motives, taking the initiative to learn new marked forms or 
‘conventions’ of movement by matching the body part, timing and expressive 
quality of the other’s gestures (Nagy & Molnar 2004; Nagy et al. 2005; Nagy 
2006; see Figures X.2b and c).  

Many scholars and scientists, convinced that all valuable or ‘important’ 
human meanings and conventions require higher cognitive representations far out 
of reach of an infant, have contended that these first human movements are not 
gestures, because they cannot contain volitional communicative content regulated 
by the semantics and grammar of a symbolic system.  This point of view relies on 
an artificial sense of volition, a reductive theory of how the mind of a human 
person is taught to regulate and elaborate its experience through moving. It does 
not comprehend that natural ‘biological’ functions of gesture, with their creative 
motives for learning new ways of meaning, may be instinctively apparent to other 
persons.   

The argument against sophisticated constructivism is beautifully set out in 
recent text by Vasudevi Reddy (2008), who reviews, with skillful and 
systematically examined observations, the complex, engaging nature of human 
infants and their remarkable, hitherto largely unremarked, perceptive and 
intentional social awareness, rich in self-conscious humour. In her opening 
chapters, Reddy proposes that infants, as do adults, experience the subjectivity of 
another through ‘second-person’ inter-personal inter-action.  She sets out a clear 
logic that knowing the subjectivity, or mind, of another entails engaging with their 
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expressions directly, forming the so-called second-person perspective, i.e. one that 
is neither first-person (from within an isolated individual mind) nor third-person 
(by an observing other, empathically), but an engaging self-with-other, 
sympathetically.   
 

 
 
Figure X.2  (a) The foetus in utero, showing adaptations of the body for 

coordinated gestures. (b) Newborn in India, 30 minutes old, 
expressing interest with his whole body as he tracks a red 
ball moved by another person. (c) Expressive gestures of a 
newborn in active sleep, and of a six-week-old, coordinating 
movements of head, eyes, face and hands 

 
From this position, neglected by developmental experts but shared by the 

‘folk’ psychologies of mothers the world over, we can see that knowing and 
sharing with another mind is not just about communicating with volitional 
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calculation, or what Whitehead describes as ‘products of rational discernment’ 
(Whitehead 1929b), but it is about awareness of another through direct, shared 
experience of living, creatively and with passion.  Felt intersubjective activity is 
the knowing we have of one another. Perinatal care that confirms the intuitions of 
new parents that their unsophisticated child is a conscious a human person brings 
great pleasure to them, and strengthens the bonds with their infant and with one 
another (Brazelton 1993). 
 
 
How Hand Gestures Tell Their Rich Stories, Complementing the Voice 
 
The motor-intentional possibilities of human upper limbs, and therefore their 
demands for elaborate cerebral imaginative control, are very great, because the 
jointed lever system of arms, palms, and fingers has many biomechanical ‘degrees 
of freedom’, and because the cerebral programming of the combinations of rotation 
about the many joints is, from birth, extremely refined and informed by many 
sensitive receptors. Hands of adults can be projected from the body with high 
velocity to transmit large forces, moved with exquisite temporal and spatial 
precision of guidance in an extensive reaching field, and rotated to contact surfaces 
of objects with accuracy in any direction while responding to light touch, 
modulating pressure. Fingers are extended or flexed in an infinite number of 
combinations to palpate, push, poke, punch, pat, etc. The two hands cooperate, 
performing complementary tasks in manipulation of objects and many expressive 
movements.  These may be self-adjusting: carriage of food to the mouth, scratching 
of itches, removing of thorns, brushing off dirt, rubbing hot, cold or sore parts, 
pulling on or off clothes; and hands contribute to adjustment of body state through 
stroking, touching and holding, transmitting warmth and stimulating autonomic 
responses. Hands participate in postural balance and locomotion, but they are 
particularly adapted to reach out away from the body to grasp and manipulate 
objects. Thus they may show practical purposes for selecting, exploring and 
transforming elements of the environment. 

But hands are adapted for more than practical or bodily tasks. They are a 
principal component of the intersubjective signaling system by which human 
minds share their states and ambitions. Research on conversational communication 
finds that gestural expression of the hands is an ubiquitous accompaniment in vocal 
communication, and that it plays an essential part in the regulation and 
transmission of thoughts, images and spoken language (McNeill 1992; Iverson & 
Goldin-Meadow 1998; Goldin-Meadow & McNeill 1999).  Further, recent 
evolutionary theory of language origins is persuaded that gestural mimesis pre-
dates verbal communication, that it was efficient for our hominid ancestors as it is 
for living primate cousins, and that this explains why it is of fundamental 
communicative importance, before speech, in the mastery of communication by 
human infants (Donald 2001; Gentilucci & Corballis 2006; Pollick & de Waal 
2007).   

Monkeys, apes and infants use hand movements to regulate their comfort 
and vital needs, and for social regulation and communication in a shared 
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experience. Where one draws the line between a gestural movement intended to be 
communicative to an attentive other, and one that is self-serving, and not 
communicative at all, remains unclear.  For this reason we find it simpler to 
consider infantile or ancestral gesture not across the problematic conscious-
nonconscious divide, but to accept gesture and its communication as inherent 
attributes of a fundamentally social animal endowed with a single will to move 
complexly articulated head, face, eyes, hands and feet, and with feeling for the 
process and quality of the moving.  The questions then raised are not whether 
gestures exist at some ‘low’, preconscious, proto-human level, but how the full 
repertoire of self-sensed bodily movements is used to communicate internal worlds 
into social worlds, no matter the age or evolutionary development of the 
individuals concerned.   

We may classify human hand gestures into five kinds, differentiated by 
their  psychological control and communicative potential (Trevarthen 1986). These 
define overlapping but reasonably clear classes of hand expression that 
communicate states of mind: gratuitous (given off in the course of manipulations, 
etc.), self-regulatory, emotional, indicating and symbolic. (1) Gratuitous gestures 
are self-regulatory, emotional, or object-oriented intentional actions made for the 
subject. They are not intended as communicative and may be done without any 
awareness of others, but they can provide ‘stolen’ psychological information for an 
observer. An attentive human observer and listener can pick up information from 
what another’s hands are doing about their owner’s intentions, attentions, interests, 
and importantly about their vital affect, how the other feels about the activity.  In 
principle, as a consequence of a mirroring of motivating states, all animal 
movements have the potential to communicate one-way as gratuitous gestures.  
Human hands are an exceptionally rich and versatile special case. (2) Self-
regulatory movements of a person’s hands comfort, protect or stimulate the body, 
or they may gate or modulate input to the special sense organs, as when the eyes 
are shaded or the ears blocked. They transmit information about motivation and the 
emotional regulation of the internal state of the person. Unintended ‘regulator' 
movements effecting comfort or protection form an undercurrent to any deliberate 
referential communication by speech or gesture. (3) Emotional movements of the 
hands express emotion more explicitly to evaluate and control the interpersonal 
contact itself. They can show how the presence and behaviour of another is 
received. Hands move in specific ways with face expressions, eye movements and 
vocalizations to convey feelings that affect other persons, whether by imitation of 
conventional signs or in unconscious expression of innate co-ordinations in an 
integrated affective signaling system. (4) Indicating gestures are added to 
attentional orienting, the hands being deliberately extended and aimed to show 
another person an object or place of interest in their common environment. They 
direct attention and possibly action as well. (5) Symbolic hand movements may be 
formed in patterns and sequences to construct graphical representations of actions, 
events, objects, or situations in a conventional code or language. A full language of 
hand signs may be learned to express infinite subtleties of purpose, knowledge and 
feeling in a conventional vocabulary and message-making syntax replacing speech. 
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Though formed by arbitrary conventions, the latter signs of hand language are 
produced within a dynamic and spatial frame of hand activity that is shared with 
the spontaneous and universal or innate displays of motivation and emotion, and 
with the phrasing, prosody and rhythmic articulations of speech, especially in the 
less ‘informative’ emotive forms of poetry and song.   

In natural conversation, and more systematically in hand sign language, 
all five levels of expression are combined. All are clarified and articulated together 
by syntactic processes of motivation that support the symbols which identify 
external referents, that hold together elements of skilled articulation that mediate 
messages in the formal conventions of the language. The same kinds of expressive 
hand actions as are used in spontaneous sharing of company are variously 
combined in dance, drama, and musical performance, but with particular attention 
to control of their motivation and emotional quality (Birdwhistell 1970). The 
narratives of art are concerned more with the interpersonal responsibilities of 
beauty and morality than with objective truth, and music particularly has a direct 
appeal to the spell of a ‘floating intentionality’ (Cross 1999; Cross & Morley 2009) 
and ‘vitality affects’ that attend to their own ‘dynamic emotional envelopes’ (Stern 
1999). Art makes mundane events and objects ‘special’ (Dissanayake 1988). The 
timing, sequencing and syntactic modulations of gesture common to conversation 
and art are essential motivating forces deep within even the most formal or abstract 
language of philosophy, logic and mathematics.  

Remarkably, these same parameters are possessed in subtle basic forms by 
infants, in ways that respond to and move the motives inherent in gestures of other 
attentive persons. As Ellen Dissanayake has explained, the arts arise from the kind 
of intimacy we see alive in talk between infants and their mothers (Dissanayake 
2000, 2009). Before we examine the evidence of gestural ‘musicality’ in the 
behaviour of infants, we must review evidence that movements of all kinds are 
regulated in time and with respect to measures of vital energy. 
 
 
The Biochronologic Scale of Movement: A Hierarchy of Rhythms of Body and 
Mind, with Internal Guidance that Generate Narrative Form 
 
Gestures, being evolved for communication as well as self-regulation, have 
enhanced dynamic features of regulation or accentuated expression to facilitate 
transmission to a perceiver. They express distinctly the processes of the brain that 
anticipate and ‘feel’ the energy and power of moving and that connect immediately 
sensed events with future and past experiences of moving. The integrated motor 
images made evident in the harmony and orderly progress of movements animated 
by many body parts give evidence of a core regulatory mechanism that defines 
both the coordination and the emotional evaluation of movements. The neural 
mechanisms for this are identified as the Intrinsic Motive Formation (IMF), which 
guides the orientation and timing of moves in the body’s field of action, with the 
Affective Nervous System, which attends to the needs and protections of vital 
processes in the body. Both are intricately involved in directing the cognitive 
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processes and acquired skills that are mediated in cortical tissues of forebrain and 
cerebellum. 

A remarkable biochronology or hierarchy of rhythmic processes governs 
all the movements of the body, including the slow energy-husbanding cycles of 
days and seasons. This is the temporal foundation of voluntary motor activity and 
of sympathetic engagements between communicating subjects (Trevarthen 1999a, 
2000). Musical gestures and narratives explore the whole range of times, from the 
fastest accents through rhythms of dance to slow events that move mysteriously in 
memories and dreams with their hopes and fears (Osborne 2009). Some of this 
process of pacing movement and experience proves to be amenable to precise 
mathematical analysis and a universal law of gestures is made evident, at least for 
skeleto-muscular activities of the soma (Lee 2005). Visceral rhythms that 
determine the phases of a dramatic episode may obey different laws. 

We appear to share narratives of gesture as a natural result of the way we 
coordinate movements of our multi-segmented bodies and because we are born 
with the desire to share the time of moving in creative ways with others. Human 
movements make manifest the regulatory process of the moving body – the ‘motor 
images’ (Bernstein 1967), ‘serial ordering’ (Lashley 1951) and ‘prospective 
control’ (Lee 1998) of sequenced actions.  When we move with grace and purpose 
we integrate sensory information from the world outside our body with guiding 
information from within our nervous system by a process that aims to control the 
future experience of our behaviour in the world.  This process is not just self-
serving, it is naturally communicative by a process of sympathetic assimilation of 
its dynamic principles, which involves the transfer and management of action-
related information between intra- and inter-subjective realms.  Gestures and their 
messages are, moreover, open to experience and adapted to increase their variety 
and effectiveness by learning. Learned complexes of gesture become habits of 
individual action and of cooperation in shared, cultural experience, including the 
imitative arts of music theatre and dance, which, with poetry and song, bring the 
referential communication of language back to its interpersonal foundations 
(Fonagy 2001; Brandt 2009). 

Our narratives of all kinds evolve from the skilful sequencing of action 
complexes prospectively controlled in this way.  The purposeful movements each 
of us make as a coherently conscious Self involve a harmony of concurrent bodily 
activity composed with unconscious ease: for example, I am reaching for a pencil 
to make notes whilst reading this text. The intention guides the fingers of my hand 
in concert with the actions of the muscles of my arm, shoulder and torso, while 
what my hand does is monitored by movements of my eyes, head and neck.  The 
principal effector is my hand and it is on this that my attention focuses. But the 
other movements of my body are also being controlled, in actions that have their 
own time course and dynamic form nested together in one ‘narrative’ of the whole 
pattern of movement. Hand and pencil are characters in the story, each playing 
their assigned part in the plot, ‘take the pencil and write that thought’.   

The essential process in all communicative narratives of gestural 
expression, and in all the products of work with instruments that function as agents 
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for human action, is the guided uptake of information about the ‘vitality’ or 
‘energy in time’ that our brains use to control our own bodies’ actions. This 
information about energy dynamics is the same as that other bodies and minds 
need to sense what we are doing, and to join in collaborative activity with us. 
 
 
Mathematical Analysis of Gymnastic Gestures Reveals Precisely How 
‘Narrative Complexes’ of Sequential Movement Are Controlled At High 
Speed and High Energy 
 
Purposes in action or in thought can be viewed as the products of an essential 
natural motivating principle by which the brain coordinates and regulates 
movements of one’s body.  The example of a gymnast performing a somersault 
lasting less than a second may be used to illustrate how individually controlled 
elements of a moving body contribute to, and form part of, a larger performance of 
effective skill or control, a performance that may be perceived as an expressive 
narrative of human action. 

To leap into a somersault from a trampoline and to land in balance on 
one’s feet one must control the many elements of the performance while turning 
through the air.  Crucially, after achieving the neccessary lift, the speed of rotation 
of your body around its axis must be regulated so you will arrive in balance with 
feet on the ground in an upright posture.  The principal goal or ‘effector’ of the 
flight is a correct angle of rotation, shown as angle θ in Figure X.3. It is measured 
clockwise in the picture round the centre of rotation of the gymnast’s body. 

General tau (τ) theory (Lee 1998) provides a conceptual ‘tool’ to measure 
precisely how such an intention to move is achieved and regulated by sensory 
perception. A voluntary behaviour must aim a complex of muscular actions to 
reach a series of defined goals. It can be described, first, as a sequence of 
elementary moves to close ‘motion gaps’.  A ‘motion gap’ is defined as the 
difference between the current state of an effector in movement, such as a reaching 
hand, and its goal state. It is assumed that the prospective control or plan of any 
movement complex requires the controlled closure of a series of motion gaps.  
According to tau theory, the dynamic of a gap in any animal movement, the 
manner in which it is closed, is determined according to a mathematically defined 
relationship, which is named the ‘τ function’. This is a measure of change in time 
of moving and can be applied to any perceived dimension that may be controlled to 
regulate a movement, such as angular distance, force, pitch, loudness, etc. The τ of 
a motion gap for any such dimension is ‘the time it will take to close that gap at the 
current closure rate’. This measure will change according to how the movement is 
regulated through its course, i.e. according to its ‘expression’.   

A brain function named ‘τ coupling’ (Lee 1998) maintains proportionality 
between two changing streams of τ information for motor control (in two motion 
gaps) and controls a synchronous closure of the two gaps in a precisely determined 
way.  For example, when a sportsman catches or hits a ball with skill he must 
control the τ functions of two motion gaps – that between the ball flying through 
the air and the point of interception, and the one between the moving hand or bat 
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and the point of interception. Coupling the τ functions of these two gaps controls 
synchronous closure so hand and ball arrive at the same place at the same time. 

 

 
 
Figure X.3 A gymnast’s somersault 
 
General τ theory also helps understanding how self-paced complexes of voluntary 
movements are directed and controlled by coupling perceptual information for 
sensing the changing gap to be closed with intrinsic motive information generated 
from within the nervous system as a τ guide (τ-G). Controlled closure of each gap 
is achieved by coupling the perceptual τ to the intrinsic τ-G guide, keeping them in 
constant relationship. In the case of the gymnast’s leap, the control of the rotation 
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of the body (angle θ) obeys the equation: τ θ = K τG (see Lee 2005; Craig et al. 
2000; Austad & Van der Meer 2007).    

Measures of the movements of a dancer and a drummer performing 
together demonstrate that they are generating and sharing τ guides, and the same 
coordination of prospective motor control is shown within a singer’s body between 
the movements of her larynx and the gestures she makes with hands to accompany 
her song (Lee & Schögler 2009). Musical sounds and movements of dance or 
gesture in a well-made performance are in perfect sympathy. 

For the gymnast rotating through the air in Figure X.3, the motion gap to 
be closed is the gap of the angle of rotation of her body (θ) through 360 degrees, 
from standing to standing.  Using high speed motion capture equipment (500Hz 
Qualisys) we measured this motion very accurately, and calculated the changing 
angle to track the gymnast’s control of her movement using a tau analysis (as 
detailed by Lee 1998).  The per cent of coupling derived from this analysis 
provides a measure of the degree of her control.  Figure X.4 (A) shows, as a grey 
line, the changing angle theta (θ) measured relative to the vertical Y axis for one 
somersault recorded at 500Hz. Dashed vertical lines mark the takeoff and landing 
of the gymnast, and the velocity or rate of change of θ is plotted by a black line.  
The angle increases and then decreases smoothly in a well-controlled skilled 
manner, and the measure of coupling for this movement is 94.7%, which proves 
that the athlete was making a tightly-controlled, coherent and unitary skilled 
activity.   

But how can the gymnast achieve this smooth control of rotation while 
she somersaults through the air in defiance of gravity and out of touch with the 
earth?  She controls the speed of rotation by controlling the opening and closing of 
her body. As she launches into the somersault her feet are tucked tight into her 
body increasing the speed of rotation, then extension and opening of the head to 
toe distance by extending her legs slows the rotation and affords a controlled and 
perfectly timed landing on her feet. This changing distance between feet and head 
was calculated from the motion capture output and is plotted in Figure X.4 (B).  
The time scale for A and B in Figure X.4 are the same and the dashed lines mark 
take off and landing in both.  The smooth control of the changing rotational angle 
can be seen to consist of three sub-movements, each individually controlled with 
grace and purpose, the initial closing of the head to toe distance creates the 
acceleration in rotation, which is followed by a brief holding period before the 
gymnast applies a braking force to that rotation by opening her body, increasing 
the head-to-toe separation.   

The analysis of these three movements proves that each is prospectively 
and smoothly controlled by the gymnast, as shown by the high per cent coupling 
values.  The ‘opening lift’, ‘holding’ and ‘closing fall’ phases of this elegant 
performance function as players in the overall narrative of the rotation. Each is 
prospectively controlled, and each leads efficiently to the next. Such an 
intentionally made movement is perceptible and predictable by another human 
being, thus enabling engagement with that narrative of purpose and enjoyment of 
the athlete’s skill. And most importantly all are nested within the scale of the 
overall skill or ‘narrative’ that is the controlled rotation of the body in flight (A in 
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Figure X.4), both the whole and the parts may be appreciated and perceived 
directly. A novice can gain appreciation of how to practice and learn a performance 
by watching a master, sympathizing with the flow of intrinsic control (Buccino et 
al. 2004).  Such analyses demonstrate just how our active bodies are a rich seam of 
information when perceived by others and this forms the substrate or primordial 
gestural soup for all of our temporal skills. 
 

 
Figure X.4 Parameters of movement in the gymnast’s somersault 

 
Lee (2005) has demonstrated that principles of prospective control in 

movement have a crucial role in early development, when a baby is learning to 
control with skill such essential movements as sucking and swallowing milk, 
tracking an object with eyes and head, reaching and grasping, and standing and 
walking. The innate ability to coordinate how our bodies move naturally promotes 
the creation of narrative as the social manifestation of the experienced will of 
acting in the body. Angles, distances, pitches and timbres that change with gestures 
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can all be combined and sequenced by the mind in a fluid stream of narrative 
purpose that we learn to coordinate and elaborate in sympathetic co-action with 
others of all ages. Infants and their family share time looking at one another, 
exchanging toe wiggles and heartfelt giggles telling stories with consciousness of 
their bodies.  

Toddlers, in the exuberance of their dancing, singing life together, create 
an anarchic culture of their own (Bjørkvold 1992). When we are well coordinated, 
like the gymnast, the story is clear and easy to follow, a pleasure to perform to 
behold or, if we are able, to participate in. At times we may be poorly coordinated 
within ourselves, in stress or anxiety or due to dysfunction of the motor system, 
and then our body’s narrative is hard to read and communication becomes 
problematic and may be crippled (Gratier & Apter-Danon 2009). But the need and 
ability to generate prospective control of moving is innate and deep seated. It can 
be brought to more effective life by moving forms of therapy or education that seek 
to collaborate with its purposes directly, in ways that sympathize with the 
imperatives of emotional regulation (Malloch & Trevarthen 2009). 
 
 
The Infancy of Human Gesture and the Musicality of Its Narrations 
 
Infants, we have noted, make gestures from birth. These movements are 
expressions of self-regulation, but they are felt immediately to be communicative 
by a sympathetic partner, and they are ready from the start to learn new forms by 
imitation. They engage with ‘contingent’ gestures of other persons. Observations 
of interactions with infants in the first days prove that movements of head, eyes, 
face and hands, as well as simple vocalizations, may be negotiated with a partner 
and new forms acquired (Figure X.5). The movements are affected by, and 
expressive of, emotions that powerfully regulate the intersubjective contact. 

The arms and legs of a baby move spontaneously in regular extensions 
and retractions, the form of the movements dependent on the internal state of the 
satiation or need.  A more highly energetic movement signals an internal sense of 
unease.  It can be said the infant tries to ‘kick away’ the uneasy feelings through 
the energy of the gesture.  These kicks and arm punches, or more graceful waves 
and pointing movements, occur in rhythmic sequences with rises and falls in 
intensity, each individual gesture taking place in relation to the other.  Within these 
arm rhythms exist smaller ones, employing different musculatures making subtler, 
but equally expressive movements.  Prechtl (2001) calls these ‘fidgety 
movements’, and bases his diagnosis of infant neurological health on measures of 
their quality.  They are made up of oscillations in the wrists and small rotations of 
the arms, usually occurring in rhythmic left/right asymmetry.  The head, neck, 
eyes, mouth, and trunk are also moving in time with the limbs. Remarkably, the 
concerted gesturing of even a newborn may respond in coordinated precision to the 
prosodic rhythm of an adult voice (Condon & Sanders 1974) as shown in Figure 
X.6.   
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Figure X.5 A newborn infant in dialogue with a researcher, who is 

inviting the infant to imitate. Numbers indicate successive 
seconds: 0–3 the infant is looking at movements of her own 
hand; 4 the researcher extends an index finger; 6 the infant 
looks at her for several seconds and then imitates (12). She 
then looks intently at the researcher (14) who responds by 
repeating the movement (17) [Stills from a video recorded by 
Dr Emese Nagy of the University of Dundee at an ICU in 
Szeged, Hungary (Nagy et al. 2005; Nagy 2006)] 

 
Microanalysis of recordings of young infants’ movements show the infant is a 
highly receptive, mobile, and finely tuned Self working with a dynamic neuro-
musculature that inter-relates all its parts into one coherent, connected activity – 
that expresses the baby’s rhythm of experience.  An attending adult cannot fail but 
to find it intended and meaningful behaviour, echoes of a past once lived and living 
again.  Most scientific theories of the development of human sympathy and ‘mind-
sharing’, including Freud’s psychoanalytic theory and contemporary ‘theory of 
mind’, are not based on fine observation of early infancy, and they are sceptical as 
concerns infants’ mental states, even denying that infants are conscious at all. They 
presume that ‘other awareness’ must be ‘constructed’ in experience, and explained 
in language. And yet, there is an old philosophical position that we have an 
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immediate innate sympathy (Smith 1759), and Darwin (1872) believed that 
gestures of emotional expression are part of our sociable nature, permitting 
acquisition of shared wisdom. Contemporary brain science supports this less 
reductive, less rational theory in remarkable ways (Rizzolatti & Gallese 2003; 
Panksepp & Trevarthen 2009; Turner & Ioannides 2009) and advanced 
philosophical thought now recognizes the direct relation between social perceiving 
and social moving, i.e. gesturing, in what has been termed ‘direct perception’ 
(Gallagher 2008).   
 

 
Figure X.6  Protoconversation with a six-week old baby. Above: She looks at 

her mother speaking and smiles, coos and gestures with her right 
hand. Centre: Pitch plot and spectrographic analysis (Malloch 
1999) showing the melody of the mother's voice and vocalizations 
of the infant, both based on Middle C. Regular bars lasting 
approximately 1.5 seconds are numbered and marked by 
accented components of the mother's speech which serve to give 
timing to the infant's utterances. Below: Text of the mother's 
speech with the bar numbers placed in relation to the consonants 
that define them 
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This is an important point, because it undercuts the need for so-called higher-order 
conscious cognitive processes in infant or adult moving with social meaning.  
Rather, these inter-subjective acts of communication are driven by the feelings of 
the shared present moment (Stern 2004).  Dyadic consciousness is generated 
(Tronick 2005). Developmental psychology has a rich history of findings from 
unprejudiced descriptive research that greatly expand ideas of the intuitive mental 
experiences and abilities of infants and young children, and especially their 
sociable abilities (Donaldson 1978, 1992; Stern 1985/2000; Reddy 2008).  

Prior to birth, the foetus is revealed by ultrasound recordings to be active, 
gesturing in ways that anticipate a different much larger world (e.g. Piontelli 1992; 
Zoia et al. 2007). The movements of mother and baby exhibit matching rhythms 
that may communicate, even while their mediation is restricted to the core 
proprioceptive senses, with touch and sound. In the last trimester the foetus uses 
feelings of its own body to regulate graceful actions of the hands, and can respond 
to the impulses transmitted by body movements of the mother, including heartbeat, 
breathing and uterine muscular activity. The baby’s hearing can learn qualities that 
identify the mother’s voice from 27 weeks. Then, at birth around 40 weeks, the 
infant is carried into a world where its physiological needs are not constantly met, 
but have to be strived for and provided by new sympathetic actions of engagement 
with another human being.  The physiological intimacy between mother and infant 
is not broken at birth, but the mode of nurture and provision changes to one that 
requires the engagement of expressions in new ways. The co-consciousness of 
infancy opens the growing experience of the infant’s mind to the habits and 
knowledge of another person and her family and community.   For this more active 
and more aware existence, the infant comes well prepared. It is ‘environment 
expectant’ for human company. 

The most obvious expressions of the young infant take place through its 
voice, movements of the hands, arms and legs, accompanied by many eye 
movements and delicate facial expressions.  These manifold expressions, acting in 
concert, indicate to any attentive and sympathetic observer the internal states of the 
infant and their changes. Accurate measurements of neonatal expressions prove 
they are not simply reflex responses to stimuli, and they are not chaotic. They are 
intrinsically guided, and they communicate clear feelings of comfort and ease or 
anxiety and stress. They indicate transforming feelings of contentment and joy or 
discomfort and pain.  They express wants and needs, and importantly, these are 
wants and needs that call for provision by another human being, lest the infant will 
perish from lack of physical support, stress-relieving care and nourishment.    
 
 
The Growing Purpose of Infant Gestures in a Cultural World, Guided by the 
Motive Forces of Communicative Musicality 
 
These early infant movements, communicative at the most fundamental human 
level, develop quickly.  They express psychological needs for other persons’ 
interest, sympathy and love, and for sharing ‘co-created’ expressive performances.  
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Infants’ gestures are themselves ‘interested’ or outward-reaching and 
‘affectionate’, acting to engage the other in a dialogue of shared experience or 
‘companionship’ that will in coming weeks lead to the formulation of preferred 
narrative formats or games that Maya Gratier calls a ‘protohabitus’, after Bourdieu 
(1977).1  The ‘protoconversations’ of early weeks can be playful and inventive, and 
mother and infant can collaborate in the co-creation of an entertaining ritual lasting 
tens of seconds.  They have the basic properties of intelligent art, which rewards 
and strengthens friendship in shared experience of beautiful movement. A six-
month old infant can be a talented performer in the ritual of an action game to 
accompany a traditional baby song, showing pride in the responses of an 
appreciative audience, or shame when not understood by a stranger (Trevarthen 
2002). It is not only teenagers who find an ‘identity’ or recognized role in a group 
by sharing conventional forms of rhythmic melodic stories. Similar, though 
generally more delicate, patterns of relating are as fundamental to the infant’s first 
participation in family relationships as they are to the skilled adult’s participation 
in powerful social groupings and institutions (Merker 2009).   
 

 
 
Figure X.7  Responses of newborn infant to an experimenter (the marked 

vertical bars indicate the onset of intensity) 
 
In Figure X.7, a newborn infant, recorded while still in the hospital at about 36 
hours after birth, adjusts the velocity of its arm movement (tangential velocity of 
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the wrist) to the syllabic stresses in a simultaneous adult voice.  The infant’s arm 
lies at rest before and after the voice is spoken. This piece was recorded as the 
experimenter moved toward the table to say, ‘I’ll give you one … if it’s okay’.  
The two phrases make up a complete sentence with a light conclusion.  The infant 
extended her left hand from an at-rest flexed position with the hand close to the 
head, out toward her waist and then back again to a flexed resting position.  The 
outward stretch matched the first phrase, ‘I’ll give you one’. There was a slight 
pause both in the arm movement and in the speech (20.05 seconds to 20.28 
seconds) before the final ‘if it’s okay’, when the arm was brought back to flexion.  
Syllabic intensity peaks are marked in Figure X.7 by vertical lines to show their 
correspondence with velocity shifts (the dark curve). 

The infant mind is alive as a coherent conscious whole, a fact immediately 
perceptible in the coordinated inter-relations of all of its body activity as conveyed 
previously in Figure X.2 (B).  The movements of lips, eyes, head, arm, hand and 
torso, for instance, are precisely coordinated in temporal pattern sharing common 
points of rest, starting, and stopping of movement, not unlike an orchestral piece 
where the commencement and conclusion of instrumental sections fits into 
harmony with others in differing patterns to express different qualities (Condon & 
Sander 1974; our own data – see Figure X.7).  There is weighty evidence for the 
existence of an intrinsic expressive mechanism in the infant (and adult) brain that 
links oral, auditory, manual, and visual sensory and motor channels in such a way 
that they are complementary and equivalent for making ideas expressive in 
language (Trevarthen 2009). Young infants have elaborate facial and vocal 
expressions and they use these to regulate interactions with their caretakers or other 
persons from birth. When they are responding to their mothers, 1- or 2-month-old 
infants impulsively carry their hands up away from the body, often with one or 
more fingers extended and palm supine or facing forwards. The hand movements 
are made in tight coordination with other expressions, particularly lip and tongue 
movements and vocalizations (Trevarthen 1974, 1979).  

The development of human communication with infants and young 
children proves that there are innate motives coordinating and giving vital 
emotional regulation to whole-body movements giving them intention, interest and 
feeling, and that these states of mind are adapted to be shared and complemented in 
engagements with other persons in a humanly contrived world. Children match the 
actions of adults with inherent measures of rhythm and affective vitality in 
movement, as well as defined features of body shape or physiognomy. A healthy 
newborn infant, although weak and inexperienced, is ready for the rhythms of 
intersubjective communication. They have the same fundamental Intrinsic Motive 
Pulse (IMP) and range of dynamic expressions of embodied feeling states as an 
adult (Trevarthen 1999). They join in mutually regulated intimate exchanges with 
affectionate and responsive partners, dancing with their IMPs.  

Within a few weeks these exchanges become finely attuned 
protoconversations in which reflective and assertive states of mind are exchanged 
and accepted with enjoyment in narrative patterns – as short ‘stories’ (see Figure 
X.6). And these stories develop habits or ‘tricks’ and rituals of movement that are 
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recognized by infant and parents with delight (see Figure X.8). Then, with 
pleasurable support from their family, a happy baby displays a comical self-
awareness based on their talents for collaboratively planned and memorable every-
day activities in creative play with people to whom they are emotionally attached 
(Reddy 2008). 
 

 
Figure X.8 Infants picking up the rhythms of music and performing 

rituals to nursery rhymes  
 

In Figure X.8, Leanne (top: 4 months) enjoys taking part in her mother’s 
rhythmic nonsense ‘chant’ with bouncing arm movements; at 5 months she is 
involved in the action song ‘Round and round the garden’. Emma (middle: 6 
months) is pleased to be able to share ‘Clappa, clappa handies’ with her mother. 
On the left she is watching herself perform in the camera window, which she 
mirrors herself. Unlike her mother, she claps with her left hand above her right, 
and she became strongly left-handed. At home, sitting on her father's knee, Emma 
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(bottom left) proudly shows how clever she is when her mother, standing behind 
the camera, says, ‘Show clap handies!’ Other babies (bottom right) are shown 
sitting alone at home by Dr Katerina Mazokopaki of the University of Crete. They 
reveal their joy and need to participate with rhythmic gestures when a cheerful 
children's song comes on from an audio-player. Their rhythmic movements reflect 
their motor development. Georgos (5.5 months) is lying in his chair, he smiles and 
claps his hands; Katerina (9 months) waves her hands like flying and moves them 
in the rhythm of the song; Panos (9 months) beats his hand and ‘sings’ after 
smiling a ‘welcome’ to the song; Anna (10 months) is standing in her cot when she 
is surprised and pleased by the music. She gets in the rhythm with her whole body, 
bouncing, wiggling her hips, batting her hands and ‘singing’ (Mazokopaki & 
Kugimutzakis 2009). 

 

 
 
Figure X.9 After 9 months, infants understand gestures of request and 

are eager to cooperate in meaningful activities with objects  
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Six-month-old babies want to create together, with people they know, 
games regulated by aesthetic and moral feelings that evaluate shared acts and 
shared experiences in favorite rituals. At one year acts of meaning are shared in 
confident intimacy with or without words (Trevarthen & Hubley 1978; see Figure 
X.9). In the next year or two the child masters many skills of culture – language, 
tools and many technical practices and arts – by ‘intent participation’ within 
cooperative groups of friends of different ages (Rogoff 2003). As they pass into 
this new level of human awareness of what may be communicated with others, and 
of the significance of their actions for the sharing of meaning, infants, about 7 to 9 
months of age, are highly sensitive to the difficulties of sharing intentions and 
activities with unfamiliar persons. They express their mistrust and distress with 
graphic gestures of the whole body, moving to protect themselves from an 
unwanted human presence (see Figure X.10). 

In Figure X.9, Emma (top left: 7 months) is too young to comprehend 
when her mother asks her to put wooden dolls in a toy truck. She looks at her 
mother who is repeating her request, but only explores the dolls for herself.  For 
Basilie (right: 12 months), cooperating in this task is simple. She understands 
immediately what her mother’s gestures and talking require of her. She takes the 
doll offered to her, immediately puts it in the truck then looks up with satisfaction 
when her mother says, ‘Clever girl!’. A few minutes later, Basilie (bottom left) 
asks for a magazine and starts looking at the pictures. 
 

 
 
Figure X.10 Dramatic gestures of older infants when with 

uncomprehending strangers 
 

In Figure X.10, Emma (above: at 6 months), who was delighted and proud 
to show ‘Clappa handies’ to her mother, cannot communicate with confidence with 
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a stranger. She is at first ‘shy’ and looks away from him touching the band 
supporting her; then she bravely offers to share her skill, but he makes a comment 
in a tone that shows he does not appreciate her ability; she touches her head 
protectively, then claps her hands to herself, looking away from him. Infant boys 
(middle left to right at 9 and 10 months) show unease and avoidance of the 
stranger, who is trying to be friendly, and one is about to cry. On the right, Emma 
clearly shows her avoidance of an unfamiliar lady. Other infants (below) are crying 
with the stranger. On the right, Emma is defiant and stares at him, and she is very 
angry with her mother who returns and tries to cheer her up. 
 
 
Forces of Communicative Musicality Guide the Education of Human Cultural 
Impulses, Giving Them Memorable Content In Narrative Form 
 
Infants lack all external knowledge, of special or artificial cultural things, but have 
internal or intuitive knowledge, a feeling for what can be done and what things are 
useful. They have ‘aesthetic’ sensibilities. They sense tastes and odours that please 
or offend, see brightness and colour in light or substance, hear pitch, loudness and 
timbre, feel soft or hard, hot or cold. They perceive form and space and measure 
change in time. Infants’ perceptions of ‘qualia’ are also particularly sensitive to 
those ‘moral' qualities that define the intimate ‘presence’ of another person, their 
kind of sympathy. Both aesthetic and moral feelings may be celebrated and 
remembered in vocal and gestural exchanges. 

The hand movements of infants, as they shift with turns of the head and 
the directions of gaze, have gestural, story-telling fluency – distal and proximal 
parts are coordinated in sequences so their different rhythms form melody-like 
phrases – and the two hands may act in ‘counterpoint’, making ‘dialogues of 
gesture as if they are two protagonists in an unfolding drama. These movements 
submit to the regulations of inner visceral processes that attempt to maintain well-
being of the whole person. They ‘flow’ over an energy ‘landscape’ like the 
shadows of moving clouds, in cycles of action and conservation, of assertions into 
the prospects the body and the world offer, and apprehensions of different, 
changing circumstances, including surprises and emergencies. This is the nature of 
what Stern (1999) calls their ‘vitality’, which is controlled by ‘dynamic affects’ 
that make states of vitality sharable in ‘narrative envelopes’. Thus infants show 
communicative musicality as part of their being – they have motives that move 
them in polyrhythmic, self-expressing ways – they have immediate, unreflected-
upon messages, but they are open to the address of a companion who wishes to 
build a different story by engaging their different wills in new directions, blending 
their stories in exploration of a different landscape. 

We reiterate, a human gesture is neither just in the present nor is it 
isolated in the motive stream while it occurs. It is never only of and for the Self. Its 
purposes and feelings are available, without translation, for Others through all 
times in episodes of experience. Musical gestures of voice and hands exploit both 
the acting and the emotive power for the interests and feelings of others – for their 
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appreciation and appraisal. They grow in an innate narrative, time-telling 
intersubjectivity. Music makes narrations with innate significance, but with learned 
invention, so the stories are always new. 
 
 
The Message of Gesture for Musicians, Music Teachers and Music Therapists 
 
The teaching of musical art depends on communication with the natural musicality 
of the pupil, child or adult, who is seeking high performance skill. All music 
learners want to master ways of celebrating the companionship of storytelling in 
sound. At the same time they must enjoy the experience within themselves of 
moving in ways that excite and test the voice or the agility of the hands and 
dancing body (Flohr & Trevarthen 2008). Highly skilled musical activities, 
obeying more or less complex conventions and traditions of execution, 
composition and interpretation, require concentration on the precision and harmony 
of effect in the moment of each gesture and through the construction of the 
narrative desired. This concentration on cognitive and rational or organizational 
properties of performance can lead awareness away from the personal and 
interpersonal experience, the affectionate and moral aspects of the musical drama. 
But the two aspects are inseparable in good ‘authentic’ learning and performance. 
They are complementary parts of an artist’s work.  

Over and over again great artists and the philosophers of musical art and 
aesthetics (Adam Smith, Stravinsky, Langer, Bernstein, Clynes, Frisse, Blacking, 
Deutsch, Nattiez, Meyer, Iyer, Kühl), including those particularly concerned with 
music teaching (Jaques-Dalcroze, Moorehead & Pond, Zimmerman, Bjørkvold, 
Hargraeves, Sloboda & Davidson, Gordon, Custodero, Rutkowski & Trollinger) 
have emphasized the importance of the living movement that communicates 
excellence and beauty in a message that has compelling human importance. A 
lyrical phrase in a folk song or the magnificent whole of a symphony or opera has 
to speak to a listener in anticipated and memorable ways. This power of music 
depends on the shared appreciation of the making of gestures in human bodies 
(Kühl 2007; Malloch & Trevarthen 2009). It is given value by innate human 
motives and emotions that first appear in the responses and expressions of infants 
to the affectionate sounds and sights of parents seeking their company. 

Recently teachers of music have drawn on the evidence that infants are 
musical creatures to support their understanding that intuitive motives are the 
source of the ability for learning music, and they warn of the inhibition of these 
motives by a method of instruction that is too didactic, that does not seek to lead 
out the pupil’s natural eagerness to make music in ways that others will find 
moving and talented, can prevent or even suppress musical expression. Thus a 
person who sang freely and with a clear sense of rhythm, harmony and tonality as a 
child in the playground may learn that they ‘cannot sing’ or are ‘tone deaf’. 
Bannan and Woodward (2008) compare the principles of music teaching to the 
theory of instruction of Jerome Bruner, who would found the strategy of a teacher 
on the unfolding developmental impulses of the child and who characterizes 
humans as ‘story-telling creatures’. For development of the highest levels of 
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musical performance a similar respect for the initiative of the learner for discovery 
of the message that ‘moves’ in a piece of music to be mastered is again essential 
(Correia in Rodrigues et al. 2009). Imberty and Gratier (2008) develop the idea of 
music as ‘narrative’ that, in sympathetic negotiation with the responses of others, 
expresses the emotions of discovery with hope or dread, and also the systematic 
strategies of thought. 

Therapists seeking to give support and to encourage more confident 
participation in relationships increasingly find benefits in the use of the appealing 
dynamics of music, dance and drama as an alternative or complement to the use of 
language and cognitive appraisals of life events and personal narrative histories. 
Music sensitively presented to engage the willing participation of a person who has 
difficulty relating and sharing life has been successfully used for premature 
newborns, autistic children, children who have been harmed by abuse, war 
traumatized adolescents, and old persons suffering from dementia. In every case 
the practice that is most effective is one that employs an enlivening and playful 
‘improvisation’ in response to any attempts made to share action and experience in 
movement and sound. Most interesting is the evidence that participation in 
improvised musical performance can be beneficial to a whole community when the 
invention of musical pleasure is stimulated for a group, not just in a one-to-one 
dialogue. 
 
 
Notes 
 
1.  Habitus comprises organized sets of dispositions that generate and regulate or 
‘spontaneously and collectively orchestrate’ social practices. [These dispositions 
are] historically rooted and they actively produce and shape newer dispositions.... 
A central feature of ‘habitus’ is that it is body-based, it is considered as a ‘second 
nature’ or embodied social learning – a history that is forgotten and transformed 
into natural state. Habitus can be seen, for our purposes, as a non-verbally 
grounded embodied cultural knowing that is expressed in practice by people 
connected through time within real life communities (Gratier & Trevarthen 2008: 
136–7).  
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